
MMA Agenda and Minutes 06Oct2020
Attendees:

Bob Monkman

Tom Van Pelt

Scot Steele

Beth Cohen

Agenda:

Walk on Items

Review Baraque Highlights draft

Blog post from Beth Cohen on Baraque

LFN Technical Forum MMA Working Session Agenda

Walter K is presenting a short 10 minute Overview of CNTT to GSMA next week- Anything we wish to influence/suggest? 

Minutes:

Bob went over an updated CNTT deck (based on July Detailed deck) with Baraque Highlights. We gained a consensus on what slides to keep, what to add 
and it will be a much shorter deck but we will be sure to retain links to detailed process diagrams for reference, but otherwise focus on general state of the 
effort, the highlights of current release, High level feature list of next release and, for the transition period, a bit about the merger status. Tom Van Pelt 
asked if we would include a section on Adoption, Field Trials in the deck. 

Bob suggested to hold this thought until we discussed the Participant Statement example discussion below...

Beth gave us an overview of her Baraque blog draft, which we really liked and Scot will assist in fleshing out some final details before Beth sends to Jill 
Lavato for posting to LFN blog area. Scot will report to CNTT Group on LinkedIN and Bob will repost to his general LinkedIN stream and we can 
encourage others to do the same to boost awareness. 

As we began to discuss the topics for the LFN technical summit next week

We reviewed a draft of one Participant Statement Bob obtained that highlights what one company is focused on in CNTT and what they are currently 
planning to leverage from the work. This will be something Bob will be asking every participant to create as a rolling release update following the pattern of 
ONAP and Akraino release statements from members. 

These Participant Statements, the Meld Marketing timeline and deliverables , including Mission Statement, will be the topics of discussion as LFN Virtual 
Conference next week. 

Scot requested that Bob seek to get a rough draft of the Mission Statement to Gov board folks by end of this week as the timeline is tight. Bob committed 
to do so. 

Meeting adjourned at 6:35 am PDT. 

https://wiki.lfnetworking.org/display/~romolf99
https://wiki.lfnetworking.org/display/~TomVanPelt
https://wiki.lfnetworking.org/display/~ss8171
https://wiki.lfnetworking.org/display/~bfcohen
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